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How to Play

For the easiest way to learn to play,
check out the How-To-Play Video
on www.galatune.com!
Players: 2-5+
Playtime: 20 min +
Ages 14+
Galatune is a free-for-all fighting game where 2 or more
players compete for Victory Points. This deck is designed
to support up to 5 players at a time, but there’s no
formal player limit because no matter how many people
are playing, everyone takes their turn simultaneously.
When you defeat an opponent, you earn a Victory Point,
but players instantly respawn so everyone stays in the
battle until the final Victory Point is won. Choose a
Victory Point Goal to set the length of the game. First to
3 VP is our tournament standard, which depending on
player skill will run around 20 minutes.
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Game Setup
1. Set Victory Point (VP) Goal:
Choose the number of VP that wins the game. Our tournament
standard game ends when the first player reaches 3 VP or reaches a
tie-breaking score and typically runs about 20 minutes.
2. Choose Your Champion:
Each player chooses a Champion Card to lead into battle. All of the
Champions are carefully balanced, but each one offers a different
fighting style. Some start with more health, some start with more
cards, some have more powerful Specials. Try them all to find the
style that suits your strategy best. See Champion Cards (p.5).
3. Table Setup
Players sit in a circle with their Champion Cards placed in front of
each player and the Action Source Deck face-up in the center of the
table.
4. Load Spawning Health
Each player uses red crystals to represent their Champion’s HP. Your
Champion’s spawning HP is indicated by the number in the heart on
your Champion Card. Lay out your HP crystals like a health bar next
to your Champion Card.

5. Load Spawning Actions
At the start of the game, each player draws a number of Action
Cards from the Source Deck equal to their Champion’s Action
Points (AP), indicated by the number in the star. Cards are dealt
face-up and all players have the right to view and read each other’s
cards every time that cards are drawn. Once all cards have been
dealt out and once all players have had the chance to read the
cards, each player may place their Action Cards into their hand and
hide their hand from other players. Player may choose to show or
hide their cards from other players. Consider showing your hand
to a potential ally, or showing certain cards for creative bluffs. Use
tabletalk, information, and misinformation to your advantage, but
generally speaking it’s best to hide your hand from other players.
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How to Play

Gameplay
1. Plan Phase
While keeping your hand hidden, look through your Action Cards
and decide which Action you will play. You must play an Action
on each turn, either by playing one of your Single-Use Action
Cards or by playing a reusable Champion Special Action from your
Champion Card. Once you know what you plan on playing, say
“Ready!”. Keep your selected Action and Target secret until it’s
played. The Plan Phase ends after all players say “Ready!”. You may
also use the Plan Phase for tabletalk and trading (p.11). Openly
discuss your strategy or share secret information with certain
players to form alliances and betrayals. Try to manipulate your
opponents and predict how each player will act.
2. Main Action Phase
Once all players have declared “Ready!”, one designated player will
count down out loud “3-2-1-GO!”. This countdown gives players
one last chance to let the table know that they are ready for
action. When that player says GO, all players will take their turn
simultaneously by placing an Action onto a Target. Galatune uses a
targeting system that allows players to aim each Action. The User
player places their Action onto the Target player in order to affect
that Target. For example, place an Attack onto a Target to attempt
to damage that Target, or place a Shield onto a Target to attempt
to defend that Target. See Action Functions (p.8) to understand
how each Action Function will affect it’s Target.
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3. Trap Action Phase
After all Main Action Phase cards are placed, the game proceeds into
a Trap Phase where players may play Trap Actions in order to cancel
or manipulate each other’s Actions before they Resolve. Traps are
the only Action Function that can be played during the Trap Phase.
During the Trap Phase, players can instantly play Traps to affect
other cards on the table before they Resolve. A Trap activates the
moment it is placed on the table, and so Traps occur instantly and
sequentially as players stack Traps on the table. The most common
use of a Trap is to place a Trap onto an opponent’s Action to cancel
that Action. For example, during the Main Phase another player
aimed a light attack at you that would have caused you to fall. In
response, you place a “traps light” Trap onto that Action during the
Trap Phase to trap and cancel that Action. There are many different
Trap effects, and Traps can even trap other Traps, so read each Trap
carefully to understand how it can affect other cards. Each player
can play as many traps as desired during the Trap Phase, or choose
not to play any Traps at all to save them for when they’ll be needed
most.
4. Resolve Phase
After players have had the chance to play Traps and the turn has
been finalized, proceed into the Resolve Phase to calculate the
results of the turn. Any Actions that were not canceled by Traps go
forward to affect their Targets as described by their Action Functions,
any Status Effects, and interactions with other cards. Use the Color
Wheel (p.6) to calculate any Color Bonus Weaknesses or Immunities.
If any player’s HP falls to 0, walk through Scoring, Prize Cards and
Respawning during the Resolve Phase.

5. Scoring
When a player’s HP falls to 0 during a turn, all players who
contributed damage to that player on that turn each score 1
Victory Point, represented by yellow VP crystals. If only one
player damaged the Fallen player, then only that attacker scores,
but if the entire table teamed up against a single player, then all
of those players who successfully damaged the Fallen on that
turn will score. However, be mindful of Shields, Special Abilities,
Color Immunity, and other Defenses that may prevent you from
contributing to the score. Strategically work together or against
other players to score, or defend players to prevent other
players from scoring.
6. Prize Cards
When you score off of another player, you win 1 VP and a Prize of
5 Action Cards (AC). You may choose to draw your 5 AC from the
top of the center Source Deck, or you can instead take 5 AC from
your Fallen opponent. If you choose to take from your opponent,
you may take any 5 AC from that opponent’s Hand or Used Pile
to place into your Hand. If multiple players scored off of the same
opponent, then each of them will win 5 AC as a Prize. However,
Prizes will be awarded in the order of each player’s damage
output. The player who contributed the most damage towards the
score will choose all 5 of his Prize cards first, and then the next
highest attacking player will choose next and so on. If the fallen
opponent runs out of cards and cannot afford to pay each player
his Prize, then the scoring victor may draw the difference from
the Source Deck. There is no max hand limit. Players are rewarded
with 5 more AC each time they score.

7. Respawning
If a player Fell during the turn, that player respawns and continues
the battle. That player may either respawn with their same
Champion and Continue Champion Respawn or choose a new
Champion through a Change Champion Respawn (see p.10). First,
return all of the player’s used Actions to that player’s hand. Next,
allow any scoring players to take their Prize cards either by looting
from that hand or by drawing from the Source Deck. After that,
any cards that remain will return to the respawning player’s hand.
There is no max hand limit, but your Champion’s Action Points (AP)
is your minimum starting loadout when your Champion spawns. If
your remaining hand size is less than your Champion’s AP, you may
draw new Action Cards from the Source Deck. If your hand size is
greater than your AP, you can choose to keep all of those cards.
Regardless of your hand size, you can also choose to reset your hand
and mulligan when you respawn. To reset, shuffle your remaining
cards into the Source Deck and draw a number of new cards equal
to your Champion’s AP. If you changed your Champion, use your
new Champion Card to determine your AP. You may independently
change your Champion or your Action Cards, or both.
8. Repeat
Return to the Plan Phase after the Resolve Phase is completed and
continue this process until the first player reaches the Victory Point
Goal and wins the game. In casual games, it’s possible to tie and
share the win. For a competitive game, see Victory Point Ties (p.9).
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Champion Cards
Alignment Color Type
Top-Left Gem: Light, Dark, or Unaligned
Eron is Light. Immune to Light Harm, Weak x2 to Dark damage.
Element Color Type

Top-Right Gem:War, Mystic, Technology, or Nature
Eron is Tech Element. Immune to Tech Harm, Weak x2 to Mystic damage.

Health Points (HP)

Health Points. Determines how much damage a Champion can receive
before Falling in battle.

Action Points (AP)

Indicates the number of Action Cards that start in
a player’s hand when spawning.

Special Action (red)

Special Actions are special moves unique to a
Champion that can be played on an Action Turn
instead of an Action Card.
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Special Ability (blue)

Special Abilities are unique passive powers
that do not use up an action turn and are often
constantly in affect.

Color Wheel

Use the Color Wheel to calculate Color Type Bonuses for x2 Weakness
or x0 Immunity. Every Champion has two Color Types (aka Types or
Colors): an Alignment Color Type on the inner wheel and an Elemental
Color Type on the outer wheel.
A Champion gets a x0 Color Bonus Immunity and cannot be harmed by
actions that match either of the Champion’s Color Types. However, a
Champion will take x2 Color Bonus Weakness damage from it’s Color
Weaknesses. Each color is weak to the color that comes before it on the
Color Wheel.
Color Bonuses apply to damage and harm only and do not multiply or
negate the effects of Life, Boost, Trap or other actions. However, Shields
are affected by Color Type Bonuses. See Color Shielding (p.11).
Alignment Color Types:
A Light Champion is immune to Light Harm and weak to Dark damage.
A Dark Champion is immune to Light Harm and weak to Light damage.
An Unaligned Champion is affected by both Light and Dark damage without bonuses.
Elemental Color Types:
A War Champion is immune to War Harm and weak to Nature damage.
A Mystic Champion is immune to Mystic Harm and weak to War damage.
A Tech Champion is immune to Tech Harm and weak to Mystic damage.
A Nature Champion is immune to Nature Harm and weak to Tech damage.
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Action Cards

Color Type
Bottom-Left Gem: War, Mystic, Tech, Nature, Light, or Dark.
Each Action has one Color Type. Determines Type Bonus
Immunity or Weakness against the Target Champion.
Starcalibur is a Light action.
Property
Bottom-Right Gem: Normal or Energy.
Each Action has one Property. Describes the physical
properties of the action as either Normal or Energy and may
affect certain card interactions.
Starcalibur is a Normal action.
Function
Attack, Shield, Life, Boost, Trap, or Other
Describes how the action affects a Target.
Starcalibur is an attack.
Rating
A number controlling the power of the Action.
Ex: Starcalibur’s Attack 4 inflicts 4 damage to the Target.
A Shield 4 would block up to 4 damage for the Target.
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Effects
Text below the action’s name describing any secondary
effects beyond the base functions of the card. These can
be harmful effects or beneficial affects inflicted
by the action card.
Ex: Starcalibur penetrates all defenses, and if
played by Eron, it’s Rating changes to infinity.

Action Functions

Attack Actions function to damage the Target Opponent. When
an Attack is placed on a Target, that Target takes damage based
on the Rating of that Attack and any Color Bonuses. Under
ordinary circumstances, no Player can Target his own
Champion with an Attack.
Shield Actions function to protect a Champion. When a Shield is
placed on a Target, that Target is protected against damage by an
amount equal to the Rating of that Shield. A Player may Target
his own Champion to protect his Champion or Target another
Champion in order to protect another Champion. A Shield is only
Active during a Turn that it is placed, and afterwards goes into
the player’s personal Used Pile. In addition to blocking damage,
Shields also block all effects associated with blocked attacks.
Shields block the sum of Attack damage during a Turn. For
example, if a Shield with a Rating of 5 is hit by two simultaneous
Attacks, one Attack Rating of 4 and another Attack Rating of 2,
then the total Attack of 6 succeeds to exceed the Shield’s Rating,
Breaks the Shield and damages the Target Champion -1HP.
When a Shield is Broken, the Target is affected by all effects of all
Actions Targeting that Champion. Shields are affected by Color
Type Bonuses (see Color Shielding p.11).
Life Actions function to add HP to the Target. When a Life
Action is placed on a Target Champion, that Target’s Current HP
increases by an amount equal to the Rating of that Life. There is
no max limit to HP. Life Actions simply add to the Target’s current
HP. When a Champion Falls, he respawns to the amount of HP
stated on his Champion Card. Life actions do not take Color Type
Weakness or Immunity. A Dark Champion is not immune to a
Dark Life action. A Light Life action does not do x2 to a
Dark Champion.

Boost Actions apply buffs, debuffs, and combo effects to their Target
based on the intensity of their Ratings. Read the Boost effect text
carefully as Boosts carry a wide range of Beneficial and Harmful
effects. Boosts are designed for setting up combos with other cards.
Like all non-trap actions, playing a Boost action takes up your turn and
must be played during the Main Action Phase. Think carefully about
when to Boost as it often leaves your Champion open to attacks!
Ex: Unchained is a Boost that Boosts the Rating of the Target’s Actions
for the next turn x2. Play the Unchained Boost on this turn to make
your next turn twice as powerful!
Trap Actions are the only actions that can be played during the Trap
Action Phase. During the Trap Phase, players can instantly play Traps
to affect other cards on the table before they Resolve. A Trap activates
the moment it is placed on the table, and so Traps occur instantly and
sequentially as players stack Traps on the table. The most common
use of a Trap is to place a Trap onto an opponent’s Action to cancel
that Action. For example, during the Main Phase another player aimed
a light attack at you that would have caused you to fall. In response,
you place a “traps light” Trap onto that Action during the Trap Phase
to trap and cancel that Action. There are many different Trap effects,
and Traps can even trap other Traps, so read each Trap carefully to
understand how it can affect other cards. Each player can play as many
traps as desired during the Trap Phase, or choose not to play any Traps
at all to save them for when they’ll be needed most.
Some unique Actions may have an Other Function. Actions labeled
with Other operate in highly unique ways that cannot be accurately
described by any of the typical Function labels. To understand how a
particular Other Action operates, refer to the details provided on the
Action Card itself. However, like all non-trap actions, Other Actions
take up a turn and must be played during the Main Action Phase.
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Important Game Rules

Single-Use Actions: Every Action Card can only be played once. At the
end of each Turn, the Player places the Used Action Card face-up on
top of a Used Pile to the right of the Player’s Champion Card.
Used Pile Rules: At the end of each turn, any Action Cards played by
the User are moved into the Used Pile. Cards in the Used Pile must
be stacked in the order used, face-up, with the most recently used
card on top and visible to all Players. Each player’s Used Pile is public
knowledge, and any player may at any time choose to read through a
player’s Used Pile.
Source Deck Rules: The center Source Deck is played face-up, and
all cards are dealt to players face-up. By keeping the top card in the
Source Deck visible, players can see the next source card available for
Prizes. Several action card effects also require that the Source Deck is
face-up.
Draw-View Rule: Anytime throughout a game, whenever a player
draws new cards or takes cards from another player for any reason,
all players are entitled to read these cards. After cards are placed into
a player’s hand, the player may then choose to hide his hand from
other players, however the player may also choose to show his hand
to other players if desired.
Anti-Self-Attack Rule: Under ordinary circumstances, no player may
aim an Attack Action onto his own Champion.
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Brawl Ally Rules: In the Standard Brawl Format, players may create
informal alliances with other Players, but all of these are based solely
on trust and not enforced by game rules or by the tournament Judge.
Feel free to text each other or pass notes in secret, but be aware that a
trusted ally could betray you at any time!
Earning Victory Points (VP): A Player earns +1VP when delivering a
Finishing Blow to an Opponent. A Finishing Blow is any Action that
causes an Opponent’s Health Points (HP) to Fall to zero.
Negative VP: Certain actions and Self Respawning can cause a player
to lose victory points. Even if the player has 0 VP, it is possible for that
player to lose VP and have a negative VP score.
Victory Point Ties: It is possible for two or more players to earn the
winning Victory Point Goal score simultaneously. In a casual game,
tied players can agree to share the victory and all tied players win. In
tournaments and competitive games, the game continues until a
tie-breaking score is reached. For example, if 2 players in a 4 player
match simultaneously hit a 3 VP goal, then the next player at the table
to reach 4 VP would win. All players continue the battle and anyone has
a chance to reach the new overtime VP Goal. This process will continue
if another tie occurs, until the tie is eventually broken and a single
winner is determined.

Earning Prize Cards: In addition to earning Victory Points, each time
that a Player delivers a Finishing Blow to an opponent, the Victor
also wins 5 Action Cards as a Prize. The Victor may look through all
of the Fallen’s Action Cards and loot 5 Action Cards as a Prize from
that opponent, or the Victor can instead choose to draw 5 Prize
Action Cards from the top of the Source Deck. The Victor cannot mix
drawing from both the opponent and the Source Deck unless the
Fallen Opponent does not have enough cards to pay the Victor, in
which case the difference may be drawn from the Source Deck.
Simultaneous Finishing Blows: It is possible for two or more players
to simultaneously deliver Finishing Blows to the same opponent in a
single turn. In that case, each player making a Finishing Blow to that
same opponent still each earn +1VP and 5 Prize Cards. However, the
Victor that inflicted the most damage has the right to choose his 5
Prize Cards first. Once the Victor who dealt the most damage chooses
Prize Cards from either the Fallen Opponent or the center Source
Deck, then the next Victor with the next highest damage chooses,
and so on.
Respawning: If your HP Falls to zero, your Champion Falls in battle
and your Opponent wins 1 VP and 5 Prize Cards. Even after your
Champion Falls, you continue playing. When your HP Falls to zero
you may choose to Continue playing by respawning your current
Champion, or changing to a different Champion.

Continue Champion Respawn: If continuing with your current
Champion after Falling, your Champion’s HP resets back to the amount
of HP stated on his card, remove all status effects on your Champion,
and return all of your Action Cards from your Used Pile to your hand.
After your opponents have taken their Prize Cards, you may keep any
remaining cards in your hand. If your remaining hand size is less than
your Champion’s AP, you may draw new Action Cards from the Source
Deck. If your hand size is greater than your AP, you can choose to keep
all of those cards. Regardless of your hand size, you can also choose to
reset your hand and mulligan when you respawn. To reset, shuffle your
remaining cards into the Source Deck and draw a number of new cards
equal to your Champion’s AP.
Change Champion Respawn: When your Champion Falls in battle, you
may choose to change to a different Champion Card when respawning.
If you do this, your new starting HP will match the HP of that new
Champion Card, and your new Champion’s AP becomes your new
Action Card count minimum. If your hand size is greater than your new
Champion’s AP, you can choose to keep all of those cards. Regardless
of your hand size, you can also choose to reset your hand and mulligan
when you respawn. To reset, shuffle your remaining cards into the
Source Deck and draw a number of new cards equal to your new
Champion’s AP.
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Important Game Rules

Trading Rules: Players are allowed to trade cards in-between turns.
Each player may trade no more than 1 card per turn in a 1 for 1 card
exchange. All trades must be publicly witnessed by all players and all
players have the right to make trade offers when any player proposes
a trade. The player proposing a trade will display his card on the table
for all players to see and allow any players to make an offer.

Color Shielding: Shields are affected by Color Type Bonuses.
Effectively, Shield Colors cover and replace it’s Target’s Color Types
while the Shield is active and Color Type Bonuses are then calculated
based only on the Shield(s) Color(s) instead of the Champion’s Colors.
For example, if a Dark-Nature Champion is targeted by a Tech Shield,
then damage is calculated as if that Champion is only a Tech type.
Therefore, a Tech attack cannot harm a Tech Shield, but a Mystic
attack would inflict x2 Weakness Bonus damage. If multiple Shields
are targeting the same Champion, combine the Ratings and Colors of
those Shields. For instance, a Champion targeted by a Nature Shield,
a Tech Shield, and a Light Shield will be immune to harm from Nature,
Tech, and Light during that turn, but will be weak x2 against Mystic
and Dark.
Emergency Self Respawn: In most cases, it’s up to you to strategically
position yourself so that you do not find yourself in a hopeless
situation. However, hopeless situations are a very real, very possible
threat. In the most desperate of situations you can enact a “Self
Respawn”. You may choose to Self Respawn at the end of a turn
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after the trap phase and victory points have been fully resolved first. To
Self Respawn means to voluntarily cause your Champion to respawn,
allowing you to reset your champion and/or action cards. However,
Self Respawn comes at a heavy cost. In order to Self Respawn, you
must sacrifice a victory point after a trap phase has been fully resolved.
This essentially takes you out of a situation where an opponent would
almost certainly score off of you, but in order to enact this you must
be willing to sacrifice a point of your own. This can still be extremely
strategically advantageous and more than worth the cost to escape a
hopeless situation for the chance at a fresh beginning. Depending on
the tournament format, some tournaments may have additional Self
Respawn limits
Rating Break: Most cards are intended to have equal priority. In
most situations, seemingly conflicting cards can be resolved through
a careful examination of card language and healthy debate. Official
card resolutions are recorded at www.galatune.com/faq. In the
circumstances where conflicting cards seem to be in a perfect logic
loop, priority will then be assigned and ranked according to the
strength of the card ratings. For example, both Grand Reaper and Theft
have “instant” effects, so this priority conflict is resolved based on
rating. Theft’s rating of 1 is greater than Grand Reaper’s rating of 0, and
so Theft occurs first and is able to cancel and steal Grand Reaper. If two
or more logic loop actions have equal ratings, coin flips will be used to
determine priority. Rating Modifiers can also be used to change ratings
for the purpose of breaking a priority tie.

Modifier Order of Operations: Modifier calculations are calculated
in reverse order algebraic operations: 1. Addition & Subtraction and
then 2. Multiplication & Division, then 3 Exponents. For example,
a boost +4 modifier is applied to a light attack 6 against a dark
Champion. In this case, the light attack 6 is first boosted +4 to 10 and
then multiplied x2 against dark for a final damage output of 20.
Tabletalk & Secret Information:
Players are permitted to share secret information (or misinformation)
with each other in any way, including but not limited to: passing
notes, whispering, texting, etc. However, be mindful that Turn Time
Limits may apply during official tournament play, so use your time
coordinating strategies wisely.
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Key Terms

Champion: A Champion, or Champion Card (CC) refers to the
character that a player is controlling.
User: A User is the Champion playing an Action.
Target: A Target is the Champion Card that receives the effects of an
Action. A Target may be either an opponent or the User. For example,
if you are playing an Attack Action onto an opponent, you are the
User and the opponent is the Target. As another example, if you are
playing a Shield Action on yourself, you are the User and you are the
Target.
Opponent: An opponent is any Champion other than the User.
VP: Victory Points. Earned for defeating an opponent. Determines the
winner of the game.
HP: Health Points. Determines how much damage a Champion can
receive before Falling in battle. HP stated on the Champion Card
indicates the amount of HP the Champions spawns with. Damage
decreases HP and Life increases HP. There is no HP maximum. When
a Champion’s HP Falls to 0 on a turn, all opponents that successfully
contributed damage to that Fallen player each earn 1 VP and a 5
Action Card Prize.
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AP: Action Points. Indicates the number of Action Cards that start in
a player’s hand when spawning at the start of the game and the
minimum hand size that a Champion should have when respawning
after Falling during a game. There is no maximum hand size, players
earn new action cards by scoring against opponents.
Action: An Action refers to any move that a Champion makes during
the Action Phase, such as playing an Action Card or a Special Action.
Action Card (AC): Single-Use cards that each player draws from the
Source Deck and uses for battle. Actions can be either Action Cards or
Champion Special Actions, but AC refers specifically to Action Cards.
Specials: Specials are a Champion’s unique powers, including both
Special Actions and Special Abilities. Special Actions are red-text
Actions on Champion Cards unique to that Champion. Special Abilities
are blue-text passive automatic Abilities on a Champion card that do
not require a turn to play.
Color Types: Color Types, or Types, refers to the typings of Champion
Cards and Actions. Each Champion has 2 Color Types including an
Alignment Color Type and an Elemental Color Type. Every Action
has one Color type and can be either an Alignment Color
or an Elemental Color.

Properties: Every Action has one Property, either Normal or Energy.
An action’s property describes the action as either a normal,
physically-based action or as an energy-magical based action. There
are no base rules to Properties, but certain card effects may affect
how specific cards interact with each other based on their Property
labels.
Source Deck: The Source Desk is the center deck of Action Cards that
all Players may draw new Action Cards from. Each game is hosted by
a single Source Deck that can be customized to set the battle theme.
Hand: A Player’s Hand is the set of owned and unplayed Action Cards
that the Player uses to battle Opponents.
Used Pile: A Player’s Used Pile is the pile of used cards placed to the
right of the Player’s Champion Card. Each time that a Champion plays
an Action Card, that Action Card is placed in the Used Pile at the end
of the Turn.
Turn: A turn is a complete round of gameplay including the Plan
Phase, Main Action Phase, Trap Phase, and Resolve Phase.
Active: A Card is said to be Active when its effects are actively taking
place during a Turn.

Trapped: When a card is Trapped, it is being targeted by a trap action.
Unless otherwise stated, when an action is trapped it is fully canceled,
canceling both the base function of that trapped card and it’s status
effects. However, read every trap action carefully because some traps
may manipulate cards in other ways besides simple canceling.
Countered: When a card is said to be countered, all of its damage and
effects go to its User’s Champion instead of to its intended Target. If this
User falls, the Opponent who countered earns a Victory Point.
Discarded: When a card is discarded, it is placed in the user’s used pile.
Destroyed: When a card is destroyed, it is shuffled into the center
Source Deck instead of returning to it’s user.
Penetration Effect: An Action that Penetrates Defenses is guaranteed to
take full effect, regardless of the Target’s active Action effects, Special
Abilities, Champion Color Type, or any other effects. However, an Action
that Penetrates Defenses can still be canceled by Traps.
Instant Effect: Cards with an Instant Effect get a bump in priority and
occur before all other cards during an action phase.
Fall, Fallen: When a Champion’s HP is reduced to zero, that Champion
is said to Fall in battle and is a Fallen Champion. When a Champion
Falls, all Opponents that successfully contributed damage to that Fallen
player each earn 1 VP and a 5 Action Card Prize.
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Key Terms
Effects: Effects, or Status Effects, refers to the card text on Actions
that follow the Action’s name and describe any secondary effects
beyond the base functions of the Action. These include any
Harmful Effects or Beneficial Effects inflicted by the Action Card.

Base Rating (BR): refers specifically to the number stated on an action
describing the default strength of that action. If a card references the
Base Rating of another card, look to the exact number as stated on that
card, disregarding any boosts or other modifiers that may have effected
that rating’s final damage output.

Harmful Effect: Harm refers to any negative status effect, including
damage that would hinder a Player’s chances to win. Examples of
Harm include: destroying a Player’s Action Card, reducing a Player’s
stats, stealing a Player’s Action Card, stealing a Player’s VP, causing a
Player to Fall, disabling a Champion’s Special, etc.

Modified Rating (MR or Rating): refers to the modified power of a
card, after the base rating has been changed due to card interactions
such as boosts, abilities, etc. If a card’s effect text simply says “rating”
this generally refers to the final power output of that card, that is, the
M. Rating.

Beneficial Effect: Benefit refers to any positive status effect, including
healing, blocking, buffs, and other effects that would improve a
Player’s chances at winning. Examples of Benefits include: increasing
card power, increasing the user’s HP, protecting the target against
harm, etc.

Scaled or Fixed Power: If a number appears in the effect text of a card,
it may or may not scale relative to the power of that card’s Modified
Rating. “Quantum Vortex” for example, if the effect text says specifically
that “HP is divided in half” then that effect will always specifically
divide HP in half -without scaling to any boosts or other modified
ratings. However, if the effect text contains a number that appears in
parenthesis, then that effect DOES scale with the card’s M. Rating. “Evil
Plot” for example, “find (one) trap” would scale in sync to that card’s
M. Rating and all relevant boosts and other card modifiers. So if a boost
x2 acted on Evil Plot, then Evil Plot would allow the user to “Find (one
x2=2) trap cards”.

Ratings: Rating refers to the power level of an action. There are 2
different ratings: a Base Rating (BR) and a Modified Rating (MR or
“Rating”).
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Battle Formats

Deck Building: Across all battle formats, Galatune is a customizable
experience. Since all players share a center source deck, the host can
customize the battle theme and game balance by the cards you load
into the center. There are no formal deck constraints, so experiment
to build fun unique themes for your group. Try a game where life
cards are removed from the center deck, or try a trap-heavy game by
combining the Starter Deck with our Cosmic Deception expansion. In
official tournaments, a themed tournament deck will be provided.
Brawl Format: The standard Galatune format, as described on p.3.
3-5 players compete to win Victory Points. First player to 3 VP or with
a tiebreaking score wins. Also try games with more players and/or
more victory points. This Starter Deck is designed to support up to 5
players, but a double deck can support 10 players or more.
Duel Format: Two players compete one-on-one. The first player to
earn 3 VP or tiebreaking score wins. Uses the same standard format
rules as Brawl, but think carefully, the strategies are very different!
Team Format: Four players compete in two-vs-two team battles.
In Brawls, players can form alliances, but eventually need to betray
each other to win. In Team Battles, teammates work together
towards a shared victory. Each team consists of two players. Each
player controls one Champion, following the standard rules.
However, instead of individual VP goals, each team shares Victory

Points. Your team gains 1 VP when either you or your teammate
scores. The first team to earn 3 VP wins. Teammates cannot attack
each other in Team Battle. Teammates share Action Cards and so each
team has one shared hand and one shared Used Pile. Your team’s
Action Points is equal to the sum of your team’s Champions’ AP. When
an opponent defeats either of your team’s Champions, both of your
team’s Champions Fall and respawn and the opposing team earns
1 VP and 5 AC Prize Cards. When defeating a team, you can either draw
5 Prize cards from the Source Deck or loot 5 Action Cards from the
opposing team. Since the opposing team scores when either
Champion on your team falls, coordinate your team strategies
carefully to support each other!
Easy Mode: This mode is recommended for young players and
beginners new to tabletop. Follow the standard game rules, but ignore:
all secondary card effect text, Champion Abilities, and Color Type
Bonuses. Simply use any attack card to damage opponents, shields to
defend, and life cards to buff HP. In Easy Mode, any trap can be used
to trap and cancel any action by ignoring the trap’s original text. Boost
cards are also simplified in this mode. Play a boost card onto a player
to double the rating power of their next turn.
Random Spawn Mode: Random Spawns is a fun rule variation that
you can add to any battle format. In this mode, players shuffle the
Champion deck to select Champions at random. Whenever a player
falls and respawns, that player must change to another randomly
selected Champion. Random Spawns is a great way to practice using
different Champions in a variety of situations.
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